Lewis speaks on press freedom
on the shelf because it is in the 'public good' ," he said at a press
co n fere n ce F riday .
In his speech , Lewis also cited libel laws as a second threat to
freedom of speech. They are having a "chilling effect , " he said .
"There is no discrete 'truth' to be found by a j ury. Such issues are
to be decided politically, not by a legal process that almost certainly will discourage critical debate. "
After the speech, Colby president Cotter , who presided at the convocation , called Lewis "the ideal journalist - a responsible , dispassionate observer of society who is unwavering in the pursuit of truth
and who articulates views with clarity, forthrightness and an enviable writer 's craft ." He then awarded Lewis the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.
During theday before his speech , Lewis took a campus tour , gave
a lecture to New England college newspaper editors , and was the
special guest at a formal dinner and reception in the Bixler Art
Museum.

by Brad Fay

Anthony Lewis was presented with an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree at Friday's Lovejoy convocation. See additional photo p. 4.

"The secrecy campaign being carried on by President Reagan is
a serious threat to freedom ," said Anihon y Lewis of the New York
Times, the 31st recipient of Colby 's Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award.
Lewis ' speech at the Lovejoy convocation Friday night focused
on today 's danger to freedom of the press that is "subtler but no
less threaten ing than a lynch mob. " He was referring to the lynch
mob that fatally shot 1826 Colby graduate Elijah Lovejoy. for his
persistant editorials against slavery.
Specifically, Lewis said , in March , President Reagan ordered more
than 100,000 top officials in government to lifetime censorship to
insulate the. government from informed criticism.
The two-time Pulitzer prize winner said Reagan is the first president to carry on such a "secrecy campaign " beca u se "It 's less difficult to operate if you have no criticism. "
A further example ofthe trend was the news blackout in Grenada.
"It is part of a pattern whose significance is much greater as a
whole. "
Lewis ' concern was not so much that the press was kept out of
Grenada but that , because the public depends on the press to be
inform ed. "To keep reporters away from Grenada was to keep the
public ignora n t , and that was exactly the idea. Moreover, it worked."
The new Lovejoy fellow said it is up to Congress-to "assert itself "
and stop Reagan from acting without congressional approval as he
did with the secrecy order and the invasion of Grenada.
"The evasion of Congress... shows that more is at stake here than
freedom of the press. The integrity of our constitutional system is
at stake ," he emphasized. "You cannot put constitutional rights

cont. on p. 4

Mark Burke named
to all-star squad

EPC considers cut m courses
by Carrie Keating

"Colby students take too many
courses and Colby teachers teacli
too many, " says Dean of Faculty Douglas Archibald.
Archibald and members of the
Educational Policy CommittSc
(EPC), which Archibald chairs, is
currently working on a proposal
to reduce student and faculty
course load. A student 's normal
course load at Colby is 5-1-5; five

courses during the fall semester,
a course during January Plan , and
five courses during the spring
semester. The EPC would like to
change this to 4-1-4 or 4-0-4,
eliminating Jan Plan altogether.
Along with this change the faculty would teach 5 courses instead
of 6.
The EPC headed by Archibald
is considering this measure due to
increasing reports from professors
who have expressed frustration at
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not having the time to keep up-todate with current articles and
research in their field , and not being able to prepa re adequare .lectures using this information. The
proposal is also being discussed
because , as the committee says,
"The evidence suggests that there
is an increasing and probably unproductive pressure on studentsexpressed by large numbers of
withdrawals from courses, illnesses as final exams approach ,
marginal or unsatisfactory records
for the first semester, a general
sense of being stretched too thin. "
The trustees will not increase the
faculty, iherefore , as Archibald
noted , the only way to address the
problem is a reorganization " of
the academic course load at Colby. "Wc think the demands on
time and energy may have reached the point at which the negative
effects on classroom performance
from both teachers and students
are palpable. "
This reorganization would
possibly entail dropping some allcollege requirements in departments such as . English , and
Modern Languages. In an EPC
letter sent to all departments last
spring, departments were asked to
discuss nnd decide how many
courses they would be willing to
drop. Initial replies from the
departments indicate that depart-

ments whose curriculum are less
strict tend to be more flexible in
their reductions , but a decrease in
the number of Natura l Science
courses would be unwelcome and
very difficult to achieve because
of the strictness and the linear
stru cture of the department. Archibald says that he is not convinced that the departments are
not able to reorganize , "There's
more room for adjustment than
they 're letting on. " .
Archibald is discouraged at the
number of students who are using
Jan Plan to fulfill requirements.
He feels that Jan Plan has become
less interesting than it once was
because of the incorporation of
credit courses find letter grading.
Solutions to this problem may include returning to the old Jan
Plan or increasing financial aid to
students who would like to do any
independent project such as travel
to the Mojave Desert or Bermuda
in January.
Archibald and the EPC have
assembled studies of faculty nnd
student course loads, surveys of
curriculum from other colleges
comparable with Colby, and
feasible course ' reductions from
the Colby departments , but they
arc unwilling to undertake the
tank of significant curricular
changes unless there exists a

cont. on p. 3

player s from Divisions I, II and
III in New England , w ill pl ay a n
all star game amongst themselves
at Tunxis-Mead Field in Farmington , CT. Burke led Colby 's
goal scorers with 14 goals in only
15 games averaging a phenomenal
one goal a game for the Mules.

Due to his outstanding play this
season , Colby soccer standout
Mark Burke was selected to an All
New England team this past week.
Burke became the first Colby
player ever to be awarded the
prestigious honor. This weekend
the sq uad , comprised of the top

"

J azz great Betty Carter performed last Saturday
night In Lorimer Chapel. See related story and
photos p. 7.
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Profs speak on US involvement
by Josh Shapiro

The struggling underdeveloped countries in the Carribean and in
Central America feel the pressure of the United States' quotas on
such goods as sugar and textiles.
The second paft of H'ogendorn 's speech concentrated on three
types of foreign aid given by the U.S.: developmental assistance,
economic support fund and military. Next year's budget will see
military aid rise by 91 percent, while econ omic s u ppor t fun d aid
will have only a 6 percent increase, according to Hogendorn 's figures.
Hogendorn disagreed with the large increase in military aid coupled with the relatively .small increase in economic aid. He felt the
need for the U.S. to provide economic assistance aid to the
underdeveloped countries. ' 'I believe we need a policy that emphasizes improvements in trade," he commented.
Roger Bowen focused his speech on the U.S. political action ancj
support in three Central American countries: El Salvador, Honduras,
and Ouatamala.
"We are trying to buttress a military dictatorship in El Salvador...
which executed 35,000 people of its own country," Bowen argued.
America's intervention in El Salvador spurred Bowen to believe that
the U.S. could be returning to a Viet Nam.
He also questioned the need for a 115 person U.S. staff in the
tiny country of Honduras. While in Guatemala, "We've supported
one military dictatorship after another," he added.

Four Colby professors spoke at the Mary Low coffeehouse on

Student expelled
A Holy Cross sophomore was suspended and expelled from
Holy Cross last week for not obeying that college's new alcohol
policies.
The college's rules state that no kegs, beerballs, large quantities of alcohol or parties are allowed in individual student
rooms. The student was punished for having a vodka punch
party in her room, along with nine friends. According to the
woman, she had only one bottle of vodka and four beers in
her room during the party.
The Hamilton College Spectator

Wesleyan complies
With the ex cepti on of one or tw o people, all Wesleyan
University students have complied with the Soloman Amendment, this new law requ ir in g feder al finan cial aid recipien ts
to certify that they have registered for the draft.
No Wesleyan stu dents have been denied federal aid becau se
of the law, bu t n o stu dents have asked for the special assistance
loans which the university is offering to students who do not
comply with the law.
The Wesleyan Argus

Sexual harrassment
Sexual harassment at Hamilton College has led that college's
administrators to see fit to call in the Bureau of Criminal Investigation of the New York State Police to campus.
According to Hamilton Dean of Students Jane L. Jewis,
"They and we (the administrators) will act as agressively as
possible to identify those responsible." The problem was
brought to Jewis' attention after one student received threatening phone calls and had her room broken into and ransacked.
The Hamilton College Spectator

Wednesday , November 9 about the role of U.S. foreign involve-

ment in Central America.
Rob Dav is, the mediator and co-editor of The Northeast
Un dergradu ate Review , int roduced professors Jan Hogendorn
(Economics), Roger Bo-wen (Government), Fred Moseley
(Economics), and Bruce Vermeulen (Economics). Each gave a brief
speech expressing views about American political and economic influence in several Central American countries.
Hogendorn explained two areas of American economic policy in
which the attitudes of the U.S. government have had widespread
public support . The first area was that of quotas placed on foreign
goods entering the U.S. According to Hogendorn , the U.S. has
adopted the view that it should be labeled to o protection ist . "The
U.S. is not a free trader in many agricultural commodities," he said.

Christine Winkm dies
Services -were held for Mrs.
Christine W. Winkin on Wednesday, Nov. 9, at Lorimer Chapel.
Mrs. Winkin died after a serious
illness on Nov. 7.
Mrs. Winkin worked at Colby
for thirty years , serving in several
offices. Her first position was as
secretary for the Dean of Men,
when Colby was still segregated .
"She was well beloved by many

students who knew hec then ,"
said Sidney Farr ,. a close friend.
"Her family came first, always,
but her heart was with Colby. She
was a wonderful person and a
friend to many of us. She was very
warm, she did a lot for many
students."
Mrs. Winkin is survived by her
mother and father, her husband,
one son and one daughter.

Founded in 1877, the ECHO (USPS 120-900) is published weekly
except during vacation and examination periods by the students of
Colby College.
All correspondence should be addressed to the Editor; Colby
ECHO , Colby College, Waterville, ME 04901 . The ECHO is
represented by the CASS Student Advertising Service, Inc. for national advertising. Entered as second class mail in Waterville, ME.
Subscriptions are available at $10 per school year.
Postmaster: Send address changes to The Colby ECHO ,
Colby College . Waterville. ME, 049O1.
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Dining program b egins
by Bill Donahue
In an effort to attract more
faculty members and their
families to eat dinner on campus,
the office of Residential Life has
designated the third Tuesday of
every month as Faculty Dining
Night at Colby.
This program, which began
November 15, will allow faculty

Thanksgiving break
Although the Echo staff is dedicated and hard working, there is
a limit to loyalty. The staff , for instance, enjoys a vacation as much
as anyone. The Echo .will riot, therefore, be published over
Thanksgiving Break. The next issue will appear on December 1. Enjoy the Break.

Flynn elected

15% Discount
with

Colby iD

One time busing foe Raymond Flynn has been elected mayor
of Boston. He defeated black communityn activist Melvin
King, who had sought to become the first black mayor in
Boston history . Flynn , a city councilor , received 66 percent
. of the vote compared to King 's 34 percent.

British protest
The protest continues in Britain after the first US cruise
missiles arrived for deployment Tuesday. Some 300 people were
arrested in London for blockading the main gate of the House
of Commons and in Manchester , Defense Secretary Michael
Heselinc got squirted with red paint.
L

Correction

Inlast week's article On yVMH B , Mike Ryan was incorrect ly idea-

' tifled as the radi o station 's Program Director. He is actua lly Music
Director.

members and their families to eat
free of charge in any of the three
dining halls on Faculty Dining
Night. Joyce McPhetres, associate
Dean of Students and organizer of
this program, chose Tuesday night
because that is the night on which
most seminars are held and many
faculty members do not have time
to go home for dinner before their
seminar begins.
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Board of Trustees approve parent loan
by Ed Kennelly

whose parents wish to receive this
campus Jan Plan.
According to Robert McAr- .. loan, must be participating in an
off-campus Jan Plan approved by
thiTr, Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid , in order to be eligi- the registrar. Also, the amount of
the loan cannot exceed the cost of
ble for this loan, parents usually
must make under $80,000 (there the Jan Plan. McArthur-said the
are exceptions to this figure , interest rate will be nine, percent
with a repayment period of twelve
depending upon number of
dependents and assets). Students months. Repayment would begin

The Board of Trustees approved an amendment to the Parent
Loan Program yesterday. The
program will allow eligible parents
to borrow between $500 and
$1,500 at nine percent interest, to
cover the cost of an approved off~~

~

Read ers reply

immediately; the loan will not be
deferred until after graduation.
McArthur is excited about hte
amendment to the Parent Loan
Program. According to McArthur , "Jan Plan has a central
place in Colby 's curriculum ".
McArthur views this loan as a sign
of Colby's contin u ed co mm itt -

;

"What are your feelings about the US invasi on of Grenada?"

ment to Jan Plan. He also feels
that the loan will make some of
the most exciting Jan-Plans, off
campus ones, accessible to more
students.
There are still minor details,
such as the approval of the Maine
Health and Higher Education
Facilities Authority, that must be

Page Three

han dled befo re stude n t s' parents

can apply for this loan. However,
Gary Weaver, Director of Financial Aid , stated that t h e loan will
be available for this academic
year's Jan Plan. According to
Weaver , st u de n ts will be no tified
whenever the applications for the
loan are available.

• Cour ses

SLE

is a short name for a very
serious disease called Systemic Lupus Erythematosus.
This disease ,once frequently
f atal , can now be co ntroll ed
and its victims can lead productive lives. Find out more
about SLE by sending for a
free pamphlet.

substantial amount of faculty and
student interest. In a November 9
straw vote the faculty, by 3 to 1,
voted for the EPC to continue its
research. The EPC would like to
k n ow st u dent 's opinion. Any
comments may be directed to
Dean Arhcibald or a member of
the EPC.
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Beth Harrison:
"I just don 't think it
was a good idea. It's
going to cause all sort s
of problems in the
world,as well as in the
U.S."

Rick Patten:
"If the purpose of the
invasion was to save
the American students I
think it's great; if it was
to overt hrow the
government of Grenada
I think it sucks. "

Bob McLaug hlin:
"I think it was a good
move. It was necessary
to protect the free
world from the communist forces. "

Grant Rice:
"I don't see it as any
different than the Rus
sians shooting down
747's, another sign, of
aggression."
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WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT

GET OFF THE HILL
AND COME TASTE SOME
GOOD HOME COOKING AT

ALWAYSA CHOICE
OF 8 FINE FILMS
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Thur 17th :

Captain Morgan Rum Night
Heineken

$1

T-shirts , prizes ,etc.
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Jap anese students at Golby
by Mike Swift
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New York Times columnist Anthony Lewis accepted the Lovejoy Award for outstanding jo urnalistic qualities.

At the dinner , Jesse Cannon, who has been trustee of the Lovejoy gravesite in Alton , ILL for over 30 years, received a special award
for his iiervice to Lovejoy.
Cannon told the audience that when the grave, which was at one
time under a road , was saved , the guardianship of the tomb was
given to the blacks of Alton. This was done because it was for their
rights that Lovejoy had given his life. Cannon, as the fourth trustee,
called his job. "a labor of love."
In turn , Cannon presented Cotter with a key to the city of Alton
and an honorary membership in the Lovejoy organization , which
gives scholarships to two Alton High School students each year.
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A fight broke out at a Nov. 5
ATO party as several students
tried to push their way into the
fraternity 's doors to gain admittance to the party . There were no
injuries although one student was
pushed through some glass
windows.
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Hey! Some grea t new releases

The pushing began after a
group of eight to ten other
students were denied entrance to
the party because they did not
have tickets.
As a result , four students were

S^

Yes , Echo & Bunnymen, McCartney

-all at the Record Connection!
254 Main St. Wate rville

Michiko and Takao both said
their illusions about America had
been lost by encounter with '-'the
real thing." Michiko said she had
believed that there was no
discriminaton in America, and
that everybody was kind to
everybody else. Regrettably, she

brought before the Student
Judiciary board. An ATO
member who was standing inside
the door when the students tried
to enter and three of the intruders
were charged with assault and one
of the latter was also charged with
verbal abuse and another with
destruction of property . At the
Stu-J meeting on Nov. 13 the
ATO member was found to be innocent, while the three intruders
were charged as guilty . The sanctions varied depending on the student's past record. Social probation , a letter of apology and projects to be directed by Dr. Perez

has found that this is not always
trufe. Takao's major disappointment with Colby and America was
that there was less diversity than
he had expected.
Both Takao and Michiko said
that all things considered, they liked the U.S. Takao particularly liked the "straightforwardness" of
Americans, feeling them to have
"a high capacity of acceptance"
to new ideas and people. He was
also attracted to the "moral
backbone of Christianity 'Mn
American culture, saying ' the
tradition of religion was not as
powerful in J apan as it is in the
U.S. Michiko said that she liked
America, but at the moment, with
so many new and confusing experiences, she had not completeJy sorted out the meaning of
everything, and was at a loss to
say what she liked best about
America.

were among the recommendations
made. .
On Nov. 14, Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger was pondering
the decisions, "concerned about
the appropriateness of the sanctions. " Citing the Student Handbook , she noted her options as
consulting with Stu-J, making her
own decision , or referring the
matter to the faculty appeals
board. Although Seitzinger is
completely at ease with her recommendations, she said the Stu-J
Board had a difficult job "sifting
through different feelings" and
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ed that tickets were sold in advance in order to finance the party and it wasn 't right that people
could attend for free when the
rnembers had to pay. He added ,
"We're culpable for any actions
in the house. " and said that they
needed to know who was in the
house to prevent dangerous drinking and social situations.

Everything in Music

Free Estimates Available

Visa , Master Card & Amer ican Express
accepted . Personal check guaran tee.

remaining unbiased.
She explained that fire safety
regulations restricting the number
of students allowed in the house
at one time was a reason for
restricted admission to the party .

Al Corey
Music Center
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t his week, check 'em out -

New U-2, Biiily Idol, Stones, Dylan

Both Michiko and Takao felt
the concept of the individual to be
more dominant in American
culture than in Japanese. They felt
that the Japanese had a greater
sense of community than

Americans do. Takao cited as an
example an incident that occured
last summer in an Osaka (the 7th
largest city in the world , larger
than New York) subway. He had
forgotten a bag in a subway train
and it had been returned to a Lost
and Found window at the subway
station. This was a common occurrence, according to Takao.
Takao also felt that Americans
had less of a sense of the extended family than most Japanese do.
In Japan , it is not uncommon to
have two or more grandparents
living at home with the rest of the
family.

ATO fight goes to Stu-J

• Anthony Lewis
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Two students from Osaka,
Japan, Michiko Kayahara and
Takao Kawata, are studying at
Colby this year. Takao , a
freshman , plans to study here for
four years , while Michiko is at
Colby for only one year, serving
as a language assistant as well as
beine a student.
Both Takao and Michiko are happy to be at Colby, citing the
academic caliber of the college
and its facilities as prime reasons
for studying here. Both felt the
academic program at Colby to be
more demanding than that of a
typical Japanese University,
where the real difficulty lies in
gaining admission rather than in
the university 's academic program. Michiko said she had been
excited at first by the level of work
at Colby becausein Japan she had
rarely worked hard. However, she

now feels tired , and has decided
that there is, all in all, too much
work at Colby.
Takao 's main complaint was
with the level of pressure on individuals at Colby rather than
with the quantity of work expected from its students. Takao
felt that , contrary to American
popular opinion, the level of tension in American life is higher
than in Japanese life. While the
Japanese work week is six days
rather than five and the typical
Japanese worker may work until
seven or eight o'clock at night,
pressure on the individual is less
because responsibilities are
parcelled out-among more people.
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Visit The Colby Museu m Shop ¦

for a good selection of
Christmas gifts and for
all occasions. We have
1984 Metropolitan
Museum Calenders ,
j ewelry, childre n ' s books
and much more.
Proceeds su pport the
: Museum.
COLBY COLLEGE ,

.

MUSEUM OF' ART '
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Announcements

Social life
at Colby
by Gregory Getschow
The committee concerning the
residential life at Colby met on
November 5th as part of a series
of meetings that will help determine social life at Colby, next year,
The meetings are strictly confidential , but President Cotter
made a few statements concerning the meetings. He said that the
all day discussion on Nov.5 gave
everyone a chance to express his
or her views on the issues, and
everything went quite well.
Cotter seems to believe there is
a good chance for a concensus
report to be sent to the trustees.

This probably means that there
will be a compromise between the
pro-fraternity and the antifraternity factions on the committee concerning the outcome.
The committee meets again on
December 19th, and will conclude
its series of discussions by drafting
a complete report and sending it
to the trustees on December 3rd .
President Cotter said there is a
good chancr that the committee
will submit the report on time.
The Report will be viewed by
the trustees at their meeting in
January where the main topic on
the agenda will be the present state
of fraternities at Colby College.

• Coffeehouse lecture
According to Bowen , the U.S. has trained several thousand Central American troops in America , and has sold gas grenades to the
Central American police. "We benefit from repressive military dictatorships that we have long supported in these countries ," he
asserted.
In the subsequent speech , Fred Moselely maintained that Russia
is not the underlying cause of aggression in Central America. The
unrest in these countries arises from "the extreme social and
economic inequality, " he claimed .
The Reagan Administration appea rs to misread the minor rqle
of Russian presence in Central America to influence the American
public , Moseley said. Thus, he contended that "this apparent
misunderstanding is a smoke screen for protecting U.S. investments
in these countries. "
Moseley cited several examples of U.S. intervention in Central
America within the past 60 years. He said that America should do
all it can to stop further intervention.
Finally, Bruce Vermeulen provided a slightly different angle to
the discussion by relating personal experiences of his visits to El
Salvador.
Standards of living in El Salvador have fallen ever since the mid
1960's, while GNP per capita has risen. Now only a few percent
of the population receive almost all the wealth.
"El Salvador shouldn 't have to be poor ," \ermeulen said , "the
resources are mismanaged by the few who control them. " He said
that many more people could be employed if it was not .for the poor
use of land.
Vermeulen went on to say that U.S. policies "do not , cannot ,
and never have promoted economic development. We 're preserving a market in which a few of the players have most of the vote. "
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Venture job

COLLOQUM: "Sentimental Fiction, Women 's Sphere and
Elizabeth Oakes Smith, or How a "Maine Woman in the 19th Century came to be a Novelist and a Feminist", with Prof. Diane Sadoff ,
English Department , Colby - Smith, Robins Rms., Thurs. Nov . 17,
4:15 pm.

JAN PLAN - Jan Plan will start on Tuesday, January
3r(J not January 2nA as originally scheduled. Dorms
will not open until Monday the 2nd of January. All
classes formerly scheduled for Monday, January 2nd
will be rescheduled for Saturday , January 7th .

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION - The Art Department has
announced an important new design competition that should prove to have a significant impact on the campus for years to come.
A competition to design new ticket kiosks for the football field. Entries will be judged by a ju ry selected both from within and outside
the College. Designs must be submitted to the Art Department by
Nov. 30. Prizes will be awarded for the best designs.
He sees military intervention very likely unless public opinion can
be shifted.
the professors took time after their prepared speeches to answer
student questions. Most of their responses merely enhanced their
already established views.
Although the subject ofthe recent U.S. involvement in Grenada
was not dealt with in great depth , some professors mentioned that
perh aps Grenada was a sort of "testing ground" for futu re American
action in Central America.
The session was aired in its entirety on WMHB.

On November 11, 1983
I Made The Claim:
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THINKING OF TAKI NG
TIME OFF FROM COLBY?
The College Venture Program

can find career related jobs and internships
(usually for pay) for interested students

with

David Williams, College Venture Representative

Informa tion Table

in front of Roberts Dining Hall
Friday, Nov. 18, 11:30 — 1:30

NOT ENOUGH TIME OR RESOURCES?:?
Call us ' at the Job Locator fVogram so tha t we
can get your message' out to the stu-

_i^b

ftji -}

dents!

DAVID MATHIEU Co. inc. Auto Body Shop

Allen St., Waterville, Maine
(off College Ave.)
Tel. 872-5518
Speclallzlno In alignment
and unit body repair on all makes • import or domestic

As winter approaches ,

splitting and stacking , winteri zation,
-Relay

them for you.

' owncast candies ^ |
D

NATHANIEL BISS0N

0.
$3
;
p§j p|||

JOB LOCATOR PROGRAM '
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
EXT . 2379

141" Main St.

Redken Retail Center -

Unisex Salon

CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTATI VE to work for Garber
Travel of Boston , promoting their student oriented trips on campus. Also involves the actual booking of the trip. Benefits include
a free trip for Spring Break. Must be dependable, and have an interest in travel and promotion. Contact Financial Aid Office, Job
Locator Program , for application and more information ext. 2379.

your Ideas and requests to us and we 'll post

Processiit f At Low Low Prices
Typ ewri ter Service Repair

¦

BABYSITTER to care for 5 hearing impai red children , primarily
on the weekends. Possibly for more Than one person. Female preferred who is patient , enjoys children , and is responsible. Contact
Marybeth Ferris at 872-7058.

Inf orma tional Meeting Tonight

TOO MUCH TO 00?

snow shoveling - YOU NAME IT!

24 Hour Quality Color Print

.

BABYSITTER to babysit for children ' during a .bible class every
Wednesday from 9 - 1 1 am. Nursery and transportation- provided .
Must be willing to work on a regular basis. Contact Sandra Day
at 873-3842.

Thursday, Nov. 17, 6:30 p.m. Robins Itoom, Roberts Union

COLBY STUDENTS
CAN WORK FOR YOU !!

uS^bLc"-

^M^SZ^^

*

Jo b Loca to r

V.

Jj r£bh*^~p3c ' let the students help you with
I 11
babysitting , yardwork , woodcutting ,

BBB

Chic Hair Fashions

JOB TITLE - Research Assistant
DESCRIPTION - Student must assist state-wide, non-profit
organization in solving environmental problems in a manner which
protects both the state's environmental and economic needs. Involves
researching and producing reports and lobbying for sound environmental legislation.
LOCATION - Philadelphia , PA
SALARY -$150/week
For more information , see Jim Maclnty re in Career Services

b^soa iac n .

'

R*dlK

JemS* y
1 5 College Ave. . Waterv i He; |^^^ fR^<_
:
V 873-0139
wKm ' \
Mon. - Sat. 8 - 5 pm
WmKm J\
Tues. even i ngs by appt. J|w^ { tm ^

Wa terville , Maine

Now I Need Your Help To Back It Up!
So, Check The Job Locator Board
In Robert' s Daily!
7' -7

! ¦' . ''

.
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^^Fashions
For The "Whole "
JFK MAI L
WATRRVILLH Mt-.
CALI,: 8/3 «i7f_ 0

'

Family

HOURS
MON. ft RA1 fl 00 TO 5;00
TUfc'S. TURD FRI fliOO TO B.00

Classifieds

She walks into the room,
Well, we dorf't" know her.
But with a magnifying glance,
Ate just sorta look her over.
•Blond girl in purple french, D, 11/9.
Quelle chemise

BinepI want to... Pant Pant... I have to ... Pant
3ant... I am ... Pant Panl... Click.
Bomb de.

Mama RosieO that Cinderella Complex of mine! How
'bout them
s in chem?
W.W.W.

J.A.P.Had a great weekend! Who says only
ilonds .have more fun?
Brunette

John.
You sleezy, frustrated, desperate
Dbscene phone caller, you're gonna be per
-nanently sterile if you keep calling.

S.J.D.,
We are the Real Kids.

CA KarenGod, what a weekend. Let us pray
>
another like us doesn't hit for awhile.
CONN Mom,
You don't really read these, too,do you?
Hac' '
J.D. on the rocks. I hear Tennessee calling. Do you too?
Tapioca

SueHad a good time "vegging" out last
Thursday night. I don't know which was
nore fun, that- or watching R's imitations
3f "alone inthe orgasmatron." What's new
and different for this weekend?
Celery !

.0 Richard Gere's look-alike in Dana:
It's nice to see you fully exposed on the
_&ck of our door. Move over Rick Edwards!
Playgirl editors

3heri- .
What's the verdict?

K.. C. K.

JimThanks for being so cooperative in this
weekend's activities. Next time bring him
iome a little earlier. He needs his sleep.
Kim

Yo Whit
You're sexy in silk!

Ribet,
Thanks for the sympathy and the sleepi;ig bag- both were just what the doctor
o dered.
Kath
P.S. Give my thanks to Bear- a marvelous
(although
admittedly
not
substitute indeed
qj ite the same...)

305

3ina C.
You were pure as Maine Snow until late
hat Friday night you were off to his room
ind it gave me great fright your innocence
s gone,this I know but whatever you did,
hope it was right.
The Forgotten Romantic

HarolMissed you this weekend. Hey! That's
ny roommate you're talking 'bout. Glad to
.ear about Smokey. I'm moving out Thursjay so have a good one!
Frosty the Snowman

Your F/W Fan Club

C7 Epsilon,
Bond and Bass are a great combbhere's to many more such gatherings!
Weebs

-B.

302,
"Warriors • come out and play."

Smurph,
Try another Frat; just for kicks!!!!!

To D. Hume and Aristotle, our transveslite
friends ,
You should of stayed in the closet.
The Magnificent Seven (Minus 2)

Have a good time Saturday night? I heard
the ML bathroom was a little busy.
P aa aaul |W e're all glad you finally washed your hair. Have a fun weekend!

Joel:
"The trouble with being in the rat race
is that even if you win, you're still a rat."
Love,
Lily Tomlin

¦

Thanks to all who've listened! It's been a
help!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SB.

Amy:
I have often wished I had time to cultivate
modesty... But I am too busy thinking about
myself."
Pretentiously yours,
¦ Edith Sitvjell

.
It doesn't matter what you do in the
bedroom as long as you don't do it in the
street and frighten the horses.
-302
J

lo the person who paid for two money
arders on Monday, November 14- please
see me.
Ellie, Roberts Post Office

H.R. DanaProcess for entering a locked and
Dossibly occupied chamber: Knock first ,
¦sten
attetively for answer,then enter at the
'
hsk of blushing.
T.V. Renlal

S.J.S.

Daavey (TDP) .
Thanks for being around to listen about
my "investment." Don't be a st ranger.
Daavey. minus D.D.

Katie,
Is that REAL SUEDE? You must be
something else!!! Do all Wellesley-girls
wear suede? Or just-members of the Yacht
Club?
Oh so impressed

305,

sK.ippyIt's good to see you real happy! Keep it
j p or should I say she should keep it up!
Fhanx for listening!
An Ex Snappy Turtle

RoommateNot everyone is compatible but thai
:loesn't mean they can't be considerate !
Roommate

Hey big guy!
Are you really?

3hg-.go home,Bang- eat turkey, Boom- get
j runk with the boys al the Legion. Bing,
3ang, Boom, Bong, Beng, Boing, Bung,
3umb, Bimb, Bamb.
Bing and Boom

< .ndremusHow much did you say that haircut was...
175 dollars?
The one who got hers for 2.
3 S. You do gurgle in your sleep.

T

.

\

Nicole,
Those who bring sunshine to the lives of
others cannot keep it from themselves.
-Sir James Barrie

Muffy:
"When choosing between two evils, I
always like to try the one I've never tried
before."
Devilishly,
Mae West

B.P. in WdddmanBe careful: Young flames may lead to
forest fires. Iwouldn't want to see you get
burned. But if the fire gets under control,
I guess it's cool.
•
-A fr iend

"Mastah"Please don't call me Russ- it gives me a
complex.

Hillary,
There is only one success;., to be able
to spend your life in your own way.
-Christopher Morley

Congratulations, Colby Football.
How 'bout them Moose?!
Cheer up Betty.
You're cute when you smile

Chip:
"Here's a rule / recommend. Never practice two vices at once."
In Trouble, Tallulah Bankhead

LindaWelcome home... and I wasn't the only
one who missed you.
¦
-D.J.

You show me a man who doesn't snore and
I'll show you a woman who doesn't think
evil thoughts!

Billy (Alias- the Masher)
We want to make wild, passionate love
to you.
Signed,
The mirror owners
P.S. Nice haircut.

N.

I have to be me and you have to be you
that's the only way we can be us.
A

AMOBLOW THAT RECITAL AWAY!!!
Your buddies
MisselsMust you keep leaving your pants for me
to take care of? And have you learned how
to tell your men apart in the dark?
-B .B

Mr. B.S.Please learn to control that late nite
roar!!!
Jimmy Gyounya,
Lemme' leya, Ballet is jis laak eating
poothy- ya guts to go easthy.
Habby
Tommy Hawk,
If you happen to miss another class in
order to play hockey- look out. Cuz' Imunna check you right inna (he boards. •
Pat
Hey Parris,
Saap?! Little Pearl Harbor action on
December 7 or what? SEE ya!
The Blonde Chic
Greg,
I really WOULD like the Anaconda but...
it's just not time yet, you know?

'

"

7

SJ

Hey Toe Joe: (Yeah, you CLC)
Have you found your JOURNEY yet?
A concerned sister
DroopsTalk to me- kin you DO that?
Dazed and confused
.
Bite it or...
What are the ice cubes for?
Non-New Yorkers
HeatherPermanent press love leaves creases in
odd places. Keep it specific.
S.B.
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COLBY'S NEWEST STUDENT SERVICE

Echo Enter prises

Water Street , Waterville

Admission reg. $2 or mure , V2 pru e wJ Colby

is proud to offer typesetting of

THURS. NIGHT: Shadowfaxx

0
0
0
0
0
0

FRI. NIGHT: Shadowfaxx
SAT. NIGHT: Shadowfaxx
SUN NIGHT: Shadowfa xx
TUES NIGHT: Shadow faxx

Resumes
Business Cards
Invitations
Memo Pads
Stationery
Christmas Cards
'
'

Always A Good Time At...
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Professional Service
Special Student Rates
Satisfaction Gua ranteed

Watervill e 's Hottest Wet Spot
If y our club or or g an iza t ion
needs mone y cal l us, an d
we 'll hel p you raise It.
F red Cut t er 483-7498
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For more Info call ext. 2348
(Tuesday - Thursday)
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Box' B, Colby College
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Jazz at Colby

"The Neats" lively music
by Kurt Wolff

-

They're a band from Boston; they're not the Mission of Burma; they came out with an EP last year entitled the MONKEYS
HEAD IN THE CORNER OF THE ROOM; and they have
a new alburn that is currently topping the national independent charts.
The band that I'm referring to is the Neats. Last year's vinyl
effort brought them into the light as probably Boston 's second best rock-and roll band (Mission of Burma being number
one). No\v they're striking out for national recognition with
the new full length album simply called THE NEATS. '
The band has a basic fast-paced , even rock-and-roll soundsimple melodies and chords with lots of guitar. The album's
opener , "Sad ," as well as "A.B.D." are typical of the sort
of layered structure one finds in the songs. A heavy emphasis
is placed on the rhythm guitar parts , which creates a solid wall
of sound throughout the songs: often one or two chords quickly
repeated will be all that's employed in an entire song. The lass
and drums keep an even pace, and are usually layered
underneath the guitar 's wall. The vocals stand out, then , quite
well , as they are layered on top of the rest.
The Neats get quite melodic in certain places on the album ,
for instance on "Now YouKnow ", "Cahoots" and "Ghost".
Again, that almost subtle wall of guitar will carry one through
the song evenly and withou t interruption- almost in an elevated
dream stated Yet the tension is present as a result of the vocals
and sometimes the lead guitar working off of the rush ofthe
rhythm guitar and the fast even pace of the bass and drums.
The sound on the album is quite likable , though it may not
always seem that deep. They 're still a very young band v/ho
have yet to really discover their eventual direction. Their music
is lively and dancable, yet simple-- almost a very loose sound
to it , though the bands structure is nice and tight. Some new
music that 's very accessable to a wide range of .tastes. THE
NEATS is available on Ace of hearts records.

by Peter Necheles
Betty Carter and her trio performed before a standing-roomonly crowd at Lorimer last Saturday night , treating Waterville to
some fine jazz. Unfortunately, the
first half was slowed by the accompaniment of the Colby Orra'chesira and later the Colby Band.
g There is, and was, something
8 quite unnatural about the be-pop
>Jazz mixing with a black-tie org chestra . As Carter opened e'xj_ pressing some skepticism , "I
IM

Betty Ca rt er 's performance in Lorimer
Chapel was
characterized by it's,
be-bop style. She electrified the audience
with powerful renditions of various jazz
songs.
.

Troubles for Powder and Wig
by Meghan Casey
Powder and Wig, the only student run theatrical group on campuses having major difficulties.
The club , w h ich f or many y ears
was one of tlie more popular on
cam p us , cannot find enough people to direct their shows.
There are normally five plays
produced each semester at Colbysome by Powder and Wig, some
by the Performin g Arts Association. This semester there have
been two and no others are planned. One play, "The Insec t Comedy, " was produced by Performing Arts. Powder nnd Wig has
performed only one play this
semester "The Bu t ler Did I t ".
Both organiza tions have had to
cancel at least one planned production. Powder and Wig cancelled theirs because of inabili ty to
find a director. Powder and Wig
had to cancel its annual Jan-Plan
for the same reason.
Neal Cousins, direc t or of
Powder and Wig, stated that the
teal problem with findin g directors is that it' s difficult to find
ones with experience. This
semester , the guidelines for qualifying as an experienced director

have been changed. In the past
some on and back stage experience, direction of a one-act ,
and having taken the performing
arts course in direction were
necessary. This semester , thou gh ,
havin g taken the directing course
is qualification enough.
Even with this chan ge in
guidelines .Cousins estimates th at
there are only 3 or 4 qu alified student directors on campus , There
arc man y people that want to
direct, bu t, Cousins sta t es, "They
are mostl y, freshman and
sophomores
with ' little
experience, "
Wha t is th e reason for the lack
of In terest in directing? Cousins
sees it not as a lack of interest , but
a lack of time. He ' feels tha t
academic s are increasin gly taking
up lar ge amounts of students '
time. What extra time students da
have they want to spend relaxing
instead of committing themselves
to yet another structured group,
Cousins believes . "The problem
is not just Powder and Wig's, all
clubs in general are suffering. "
"Students , are tearing
themselves to what they 'll do after
Colby, " he said. Internships in
January often keep seniors and

juniors from directing plays in
January.
To help remedy the situation ,
Powder an d Wig has decided t o
restructure their method of assigning One-Acts plays to directors. In
the pst seniors have been given
firs t preference in directing, wi t h
Juniors , Sop h mores and
Freshman following irt that ord er.
The new order will g ive
preference to Juniors with
sophomores and Seniors following in that order. This chan ge will
give underclass people directing
experience so that they will be
qualified to direct full-len gth
shows as upperclass people.
The crea tion of a Perform ing
Arts major could help Powder
and Wi g also. They would
become, in tha t case, t he liason
between the student body and the
thea ter. They would be given the
repsonsibility of involving nonmajor's in theater.
"If the Performing Arts major
doesn 't materialize ," and the
change in direction of one-ne ts
doesn 't work , ''something else
will have to bo done ," stated
¦
¦ .
,
'
Cousins. . .

didn 't know any one up here in
Maine knew anything about jazz
singing. " One could understand
her questioning in light of Colby's
offering her the violin and harp
accompany men ts. "It was unexpected to work with strings -1 had
to go back to the archives to find
songs to work with them ," she
apoligized.
Tragically, this was obvious as
she opended with "Don 't weep
for the lady", (1959) swaying as
if for a geriartric ward . In all
fairness, the orchesra played quite
well. However, violins gave an
unreal feeling to the music, taking away and holding back Ms.
Carter and trio. This became apparent with their last accompanyment where the orchestra took a
back seat to Carter 's voice in
something "silly but different ".
This was a hint of great things to
come.
Like the orchestra , the Band
played weH'enough but held back
the be-bop. Their first song
"Moonlight in Vermont " was
slow and mellow. The second ,
however, jumped and the band
worked, hard to stay right along
side. They did a fine job considering, with some very fine brass
sections.
The concert truly began when
the trio opened up the third set on
their own, While Ms. Carter was
off stage, her trio , Lois Nash on
d rums , David Ponewell on base,
an d Bernie Gr een on piano , put
on a wonderful improvisational
piece. After this the audience was
propped for Betty Carter.
And her first song made the audience forget completely the first
half of the night. "Don 't let him
go, hold on to him tight!" was
light, fun , enjoyable and
beautiful, Carter's powerful ranging voice electrified the audience
with her scat singing style. From
her first song the audience was en-

Choral concert delightful
by Ka thy Colbert
The Colby College Glee Club
combined with the Botes College
Chorus last Saturday night to put
on a delightful joint concert of
American
and
German
,
composers.
The 23 member Bat es Chorus
began the evening with a wellharmonized Brahms piece sung in
German. They then chanted
through "Geographical Fugue ,"
an interesting acapella song that ,

though fast-paced and exciting,
fell shor t of musical coherence.
The chorus finished wi t h four
brief pieces * emphasizing first the
female vocalists who sang "Simple Gif ts, " The males re turned
with a stron g but playful ''ChingA-Rin g-Chaw ." The final pieces
were consistent with the pleasant
but unstimulating performance of
the Bates singers.
Colby began with two very different acapella songs. The first
was a traditional well :or ganizcd
harmony while the second , con-

t em p orar y p iece branched into
new modes of music. Glee Club
members hummed , yelled out random words, shuffled programs ,
and shook keys to produce a unique and in teresting song,
Although the song lacked melody,
combined wi t h priva t e readin gs
from a handou t given to the audience beforehand , the sounds
made an enjoyable and effective
experience .
The highlight of the evening

cont. on p. 9
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Comedy duo
by Meghan Casey

Abrams and Anderson , an improvisational comedy team, will
perform at Colby on Friday, Nov.
18 at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
Hailed as "The Comedia of the
Present ," Leslie Abrams and
Tom Anderson are, according to
the Maine Times, "guaranteed to
make you laugh. "
Abrams took her training in
performing first at the High
School of Performing Arts , in
New York City, and later at Northwestern University. Anderson ,
a native of Illinois, began acting
as a student at Boston College
where he majored in English and
Theater .
The two met while in an apprentice program at Second City
in Chicago. Not 'willing to wait
three or four years at Second City for a chance to perform on the
main stage, they decided to
become a team and began work
on their repertoire.
They moved to Portland ,
Maine, to literally get their act
together and began performing in
1980. Since then they have toured
many colleges in the New England
area.

Abrams and Anderson have a
few stock characters in their act.
There are Herb and Doris Blatchley, two squares learning how
to talk "hip"; some third graders
who 've got the birds and the bees
all wrong; and Bowzer the talking
wonder dog.
But the duo's forte is improvisation. Much of their act is
spent asking their audience for
suggestion of characters or situations, and then their coming up
with a scene with the suggestion.
Their act used to be split about
50-50 between improvs and set
pieces. But recently improvs have
taken up about 75 percent of their
act. "We like doing the improvs
better. They work better. The audiences love them , " says
Anderson.
One of the most interesting improvs is an act called "Freeze and
Justify. " The performers move
abut the stage and when the word
freeze is called out they must do
so and make up a scene to justify
their position.
Their performance is being
sponsored by Cultural Life.
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HONEY BEE POLL EN:
For Energy

Endur a nce , Sta min a and

Nutrition.

For Swimmers , Runners ,
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1 Silver Te rrace

Waterville

CONTRA DANCE - with "Ernie and the Farm Bojs" sponsored by the Outing Club. Thurs. Nov. 17 at 7:00 prn. in Foss
Dining Hall.
FILM - "My Dinner with Andre" - Coffeehouse -Thurs. Nov.
17 at 7 and 9:30 pm.
POETRY READING - With David Wojahn , winner of the
Yale series of younger poets prize and author of ' 'Icehouse
Lights" - Robinson Room , Miller Libraray, Thurs . Nov. 17
¦
at 8 pm.
NOONDAY RECITAL - Amy Bleakney '86 - piano- Fri.
Nov,18 at 12:30 prn. in Given Auditorium.
STU A FILM - "One Flew over the Cuckoo 's Nest''. Fri . and
Sat ,, Nov. 18 and 19, at 7 and 9:30 pm , L100.
COMEDY PERFORMANCE - with Abrams and Anderson.
Given Auditorium Fri. Nov. 18 at 8 pm;
GUITAR RECITAL - with Scott Perry, Paul Arthur, Joe Allen
- Fri. Nov. 18 at 8 pm. in Coffeehouse.
COLBY COLLEGE BAND FALL CONCERT - Sat, Nov. 19
at 8 pm. in Heights Community Room.

The highly acclaimed comedy team of Abrams
and Anderson will be performing in Given
Auditorium this Friday.

TRY OUTS - for "Beggar 's Opera " - Tues and Wed. Nov.
29 and 30 at 6:30 pm. in Rm 212, Bixler.
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COLLOQUIUM - "Sentimental Fiction, Women's Sphere, and
Elizabeth Oakes Smith" - with Prof. Dianne Sadoff , associate
professor of English . Thurs. Nov. 17 at 4:15 pm. in Smith and
Robin Rooms, Roberts.
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• J azz
tranced by the incredible talent of
all four musicians. Her last song
lasting almost thirty glorious
minutes, culminated the evening
and brought the house to its feet.
Throughout the show Carter
would pause to play and joke with
the audience. "I can 't believe it at
Colby College, " she said with a
shy grin at the beginning. Later ,
in introducting Cole Porter 's
"The shoe fits " a light son g , she
joked "y ou ca n ha n dle it , I think
your a pretty sophisticated
crowd. "
And the crowd was fully appreciative of the excellent jazz
musicians. They stood at the end
of her last song for a roaring-ovation that brought a wide smile
from Ms. Carter. "1 bad a
wonderful time!" she said afte r
blowing kisses to the audience.

Director Paul Machlin conducted Glee Club members from Colby and . Bates
in the final Germa n spirituals of last Sunday 's concert.

• Glee Club

was the joint performance of
Leon Buck with the Colby singers.
From the pulpit overlooking the
audience, Buck entranced listeners
with fiery readings from "God's
Trombones ," by James W.

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
SM0KE0UT

Buck moved on to warn sinners
of judgement day by yelling,
"Hey sinner! where will you stand
when God will rain down fire?"
He finished with the conclusion
that it wa s "too late sinner , too
late!" The chorus answered with
a m or e opti m istic "Great Day, "
Help a friend get through
which produced a gentler and
the
day without a cigarette.
on
the
aumore calming effect
They
might just quit
spondience. All responded in a
forever. And that's
taneous standing ovation for the
important. Because good
exceptional and dynamic
friends ore hard to find.
performance.
And even tougher to lose,
The final songs of the concert
joined the two choral groups in an
excellent combination perfor,EIFS=
mance. Colby director James n==iEit===icii
l|
conducted
Machlin
"Schicksalslied" unifying both
choruses in a beautiful version of
the German classic, In the concluding spiritual , singers separated
so one group echoed the other. c B
IMH^HHIHhMa j^
This technique complimented all
involved to finish an excellent
concert with finesse.

Tntincnn

Buck began with a passage
demanding prayers to the Lord ,
ending forcefully by slamming his
fist on the pulpit to emphasize his
fervor. Soloist Glen Wright then
led the chorus into a fast-paced
spiritual , which added to the risina excitement of the audience.
The climax of the speehes began
with Buck's step-by-step condemnation of those who killed "my
sweet King Jesus. " Buck seemed
to suffer each wound of the
crucifixion , and through his passionate readings, the audience was
swept along, He finished abruptly, furious at the murderers. The
chorus then joined in with a gentle , melancholy song which empathized with his suffering.
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Director Milos Forman turns this rebellion into a crazy comedy
of manners that is not without its effects. Refused permission to watch
the Wo rld Series on TV , McMurphy is gleefully joined by the patients when he calls a play-by-play from the blank screen.
McMurphy is the ultimate Nich olson performance - the last angry,
crazy, profane, wise-guy rebel, blowi n g hi mself u p in the sh rap n el
of his own liberating laughter. Milos Forman directs his players
superbly, and Louise Fletcher turns impassive coolness into a destructive force. This is a poignant film with a sobering message.
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Problem statements can be picked up at the museu m
or Student Activ ities Office in Roberts Unio n.
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Design subm issions must be turne d in
by November 30
Please submit all drawings on 2x3 pos ter-bo ard .
'It's not too late to submit a design so
use the Thanksgiving break to your advantage/

Coldest Beer In Town
We Deliver Anything We Stock $12 minimum
.__—— :—:—i

McMurphy (Jack Nicholson) gets into the ward by feigning nuttiness on the work farm where he's serving time for assault. He thinks
he 's conned his way out of prison ; but he finds that the ward is the
ultimate prison , where fear of life has made the inmates willing victims of Big Nurse (Louise Fletcher) and her machinery of control.
McMurphy refuses to have his life force repressed by Big Nurse, not
even by the shock treatment he undergoes when his rebelliousness
infects the other patients.
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) "For your Hol ida y gift giving,
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Chees e gift boxes and basket s .
V5
Wine gifts in a wide variet y and p rice rang e.**
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"Who 's crazy?" is the most pertinent of questions. The film "One
Flew over the Cu ckoo 's Nest ", with the same title as the novel by
Ken Kessey, is successful because of the complexity and the impact
of its answer. This well-made film was shot at the facilities of the
state hospital in Salem, Oregon. The psycho ward is a microcosm
of reality. The variously afflicted patients - the Acutes, the Chronics ,
the Vegetables - are a hierarchy of insanity that is a shocking counterpart of what passes in the real world as a hierarchy of sanity.
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"Cuckoo 's Nest"
excellent

St u den t Ar t s Associ at ion Presen t s:
Colby College First Bi-Annual
Architectural Design Competition

873-7760
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Late field g oal gives Mules CBB
by Paul Mooney

Having hungered for the elusive
CBB title for over a decade , Colby football looked on as Jay Kemble's 40 yard field goal sailed
through the uprights beating Bowdoin and ending the ten year
dearth. With only 4:24 to spare in
contest , the Kemble field goal
gave the Mules a 15-14 comefrom-behind victory and . their first
CBB crown since 1972. As a result
of the win; Colby finished the year
3-5 while Bowdoin wound lip at
1-7.
Colby was paced by the rushing
of halfback Frank Kelley who
gained 124 yards on 27 carries in
addition to making a 25-yard pass
reception. In all , the Mules offense controlled the ball for most
of the game , racking up 357 total
yards , 312 of which came on the
ground. Quarterback Mike Ricci
passed rarely completing 3 of 15
for 45 yards , but rushed 14 times
for 68 yards. The defense kept the
Mules close once again , allowing
only 203 total yards and forcing
key turnovers late in the game.
For Bowdoin , senior tailback
Bruce MacGregor provided much
of t he offense, catching two
passes for 72 yards and a

Mules rejoice as Jay Kemble's 40 yard field goal gives Colby a 15-14 victory
over Bowdoin and the CBB title.
;

Varsity dumps grads
by Bob Aube
Saturday morning at 9:00 am ,
with little fanfare , Colby 's varsit y hocke y t eam t ook on a grou p
of eager Colb y grads in t he annual
Alumni Hockey Game. Abou t fifty fans got themselves out of bed
to watch some well known players
from the past skate against the
curren t squad. Among the alumni present were former Colby captains such as Joe Faulstich , Tom
Scannell , Jim Erskine , and Don
Bolduc , who is the brother of
former Det roi t Red Win g forward
Dan Bolduc of Waterville. The
other Colby grads who saw action
in the game include : Tony
Pedu t o, Dan Timmons , Ed Ofria ,
Dan Batten , Dennis Pruneau ,
Mark Ciarallo , Paul Spillane ,
Paul Cronin, J ack O'Neil , Dan
Heaney, Paul Eiclielroth , Jim
Patch , Todd Smith , Mike Roy,
Paul Quaran to, Dean Burpee , Jim
Drawbridge, Bob Norton , Pat
Mur phy, Bob Jackson , Jim

Doher ty,, and assistant coach
Mark Kelley.
The alumni controlled the early part of the first period before
the varsity got things going. The
game was even, with the score 6-5,
when the varsity erupted with six
unanswered goals for a 12-5 lead .
Then , the alumni seemed to think

that pulling the goalie was worth
t hree ext ra ska t ers , as they played
the final minute 6 on 5. The final
score was 12-7, bu t the real importance of the game was that it served two purposes. One was to give
the varsity a chance to play

Ar t Feele y and Tom P ickerin g
overcam e muddy and windy condi t ions on t he Sou t heas t ern Mass
Universi ty cross-country course to
p lace seven t h and fif t een t h ,
respectively , at the New England
Division III Cham p ionshi p s
Saturday. By virtue of their strong
races , the junior co-captains led
their team to a fourth place finish
out of 30 teams and individually
qualified for the Division III National Championships.
The two teammates ran
together until the four mile mark

Panthers harness Mules
by Jim Bonan g
The Colby soccer team broug ht
a ra ther successful season to a
close with a hear t-breaking 4-0
tournamen t loss to Middlebury
last Wednesday . The Panther s
were the number one seed in the
tourney while Colby went in noted
four th. Middlebury won in the
finals of the NESCAC sponsor ed
event this past weekend knocking ,
off second seed Williams.

Thou gh both teams had made
infinite improvement since their
2-2 stand off in mid-September,
Middlebury had gained the most .
Probably the two biggest factors
in the Middlebury whitewashing
were; the loss of Mule Torgny
Anderson to a brok en . foot , and
the retur n of Middlebu ry 's F.W.
Nugen t. Nugent , who controlled
the midfield from his center position , had missed the first encounter between the two squads

For the fourth straig ht week
Colby fell behind at the outset. On
Bowdoin 's first play from scrimmage Fennel hit MacGregor for a
64 yard touchdown pass with
11:11 remaining in the first
quarter. The game remained
scoreless throughout the half
despite the fact that the Mules
marched 194 yards up and down
the field. Two drives ended within
the 20 after Ricci interceptions. At
the hal f, Bowdoin held a 7-0 lead .
The second half began worse
than the first for Colby. On the
opening kickoff , Dan MacGiluary
raced 97 yards for the touchdown
that gave Bowdoin a 14-0 lead.
But the Mules responded on the
ensuing drive , marching 63 yards
on 1.3 plays and scoring on a one
yard Mike Marra touchdown dive
with 9:31 remaining in the third
quarter. The two-point conversion
attempt failed , and the score remained Bowdoin 14, Colby 3.
After a fumble on a Mark

Phillips hit that Colby recovered
at the Bowdoin 22, Kelly carried
into the endzone with 0:54 to go
in the half , making it 14-12,
Bowdoin.

The score remained the same
until lat e in the fourth quarter
when Steven Litchfield intercepted at the 45 and 11 plays
later Kemble kicked his game.winning field goal , giving Colby a
15-14 lead. A Bowdoin comeback
effort was ended when Litchfield
again picked off another Kelly
pass to secure the wm.
To coach Chris Raymond , the
victory was a fitting end to a
season of improvement. Althoug h
he rarely marks his teams ' progress in terms of wins and fosses,
he concedes that this triumph
"made the season complete. " But
more important , he says, ;s the
development of the team 's
character over eight weeks. "
They 've progressed.light-years , "
he said. "And that 's the ultimate
victory. "
On a lighter note , from the winning locker room , a chant was
said to have been heard: "Screw
the Moose , how 'bout them
Mules. "

Colby fourth at finals
b y Bill Donahue

¦

touchdown , and rushing five
times for 36 yards. Passing chores
were divided between Rich Fennel
and Joe Kelly , who combined to
complete 5 passes in 15 attempts
for 125 yards. Kelly, however ,
threw three interceptions that
spelled doom for the Polar Bears .

as a result of a suspension he
received for poor conduc t in a
previous game.
The Mules were well-satisfied
with their season (8-6-2), as Coach
Marc Serdjcninn pu t it , "We ac-i
complished our team goals.
Neither the team or myself w,ere
disappointed With our season. "
He also added he was, "very optimistic ", about next year 's t eam
staling there Is a "great nucleus "
returning. Next season the Mules

cont7on p. 12

of the 8,000 meter (4,96 miles)
course. In the last mile, Feeley
burs t into a .furious final sprint
and passed three opponents. He
finished in 25:25 , 23 second s
behind the winner' Fossas of
Brandeis. Pickering finished in
25:48 and he was closely followed b y t eamma t e Kevin Farle y,
who finished 25th in 26:04.

Phil Thorn t on (26:27 ), t he nex t
Colb y finisher , was the first of

four freshmen harriers to cross the
line. Thorn ton battled his way
from 65th place at the one mile
point to finish 39th in the field of
over 220 runners . Hans Ha gcn
showed tha t he is fully recovered
from his mid-semester knee injury
as he grabbed 59th place in 26:48.
Kevin Coyle (67th) and Mike
Misner (69th), who finished virtually together in 26:57 and 26:59,
respectively, rounded out the .Colby squad.
Feeley and Pickerin g will leave
today for Virginia , where t he
Division III National Championships will be held Saturda y. /To
gain All-American ' honors, they
will have, to place In the top 25
runners and Coach J im Wescott
thinks that they have a strong

chan ce of doing so. "They recorded excellen t perfor mances Saturda y and have been consis t en t all
season . Both can run in the top 30
positions or bett er. It will be
close. " Feele y and Pickerin g have
con t inued a p ro gram of low
milea ge and quick speed work t his
week t ha t will shar pen t hem for
a peak performance Saturday .

TDP wins

intramural
soccer title
After regulation play, t wo overtime periods, three sudden death
periods and a shoot-out , Tau
Delta Phi defeated first place Kappa Delta Rho in the intramural Aleaguc soccer championship last
Thursday.
Goalies Bruce Raphael , for
KDR ttnd Todd Lachman for
TDP fended off numerous shots
throughput this soccer marathon.
The KDR offense led by junior
Eric Truckswra and' sophomore
Evan Dangel , dominated much of
the Inter parts of the game but was
held fast by the TDP, fullbacks ,

cont. on p. 11
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I-Pla y soccer
comprimising sophomores Doug
Parker and Dan Hurley, senior
Ted Mocarski and junior Steven
Hayres.
A shoot-out was decided on to
etuf the lengthy championship and
it began in similar fashion to the
previous play, with no goals. It
was n ot un til the fir st shot of the
fourth round that a goal was
stored. Sophomore Dave Avedesian for TDP dr illed the ball by
_ .£i r____ l _ M
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Your local source for
lumber,finish
boards,paint,hardware,picture
hanging materials,hardwood
and hundreds of other items
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Coach Goulet is looking for an
experienced figure skater to perform between periods of home
hockey games. If interested call
Goulet at ext. 2368.
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Cross Country Special!

j
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I Package includes:
No-Wax Ski,
I
\I
i
| *
Leather boots, Epoxy poles
Bindings, and installation I
j
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I With this coupon and Colby W:
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Now $74."

j

Good thru Nov. 26, 1983

\

Complete line of Down Hill and

Cross Country Skis and Accessories by
Rossignol, Karhu, Kastle,
Jarvinen , Tyrolia, Salomon,
Dolomite, Caber, Lancer
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The 'friendly folks ' at WAREBUTLER,are always glad to
see Colby students.
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14 DAY MONEY
: BACK GUARANTEE

873-3371
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upon throughout the seasonSophomore Michael Savage,
shooting for KDR missed his first
attempt off the post but was given
a second try due to a movement
penalty by goalie Todd Lachman,
who went on to save the second
shot. Senior David Scales
cemented the v ictory with a b u llet
t h at defl ected off the chest of
Raphael into the net.

Eric Trucksess (L) and Dave Avedesian (R) compete in the soccer intermural finals. TDP captured the coveted championship title.

Parker comments, "Although

the shoot ou t was an anticli matic
en ding to a long draw n out battle

All winter ski ja ckets &pa n ts 20% off!
167 Main St.

Fairfield

WE ARE YOUR LATE NIGHT
PIZZAbar
& SUB SHOP
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10-inch Cheese Pizza
j j Fresh Crab Meat sa lad roll {
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Women set
for 1983-84

Roc on sports

by Deborah Fisher
The ou tlook for the 1983-84
season of women's ice hockey at
Colby appears promising. Having
lost only two seniors, Lauren
Wats o n an d Ter esa Lynch, the
team is well-stocked with experienced players. Most of the
teams ' strength comes from a
large representation of the
sophomore and senior classes.
Captains for this year's tea m
are Alicia Curtin, an outstanding
center and Mary White ,
dominating in goal. Other seniors,
whose talent is noted from regular
play are Sue McNiven, Cathy
Coniff and Valerie Lewis.
The team 's goals this year are
to improve last year 's record ,
10-8, an d to m ake the Division I
tournament. Top contenders in
Division I, UNH, Pr oviden ce and
Northeastern , pose strong compeition. Last year seven out of the
team's eight losses wen t to these
three squads. Coach Ewell is more
optimistic this year, however, and
believes the team has a chance to
beat at least one of these teams.
"That would be an accomplishment," said Ewell. "If we could
do that , we 'd have a good chance
of making the tournament." The
Division I tournament takes place
in March with only the top seven
teams qualifying for the event.

by David Rocco

• Soccer

Steven Litchfield (no.
8) leaps in jubiliation
as the Mules capture
the CBB championship. Colby defeated
Bowdoin 15-14.

wli be without the services of fi ve
of this year 's seniors: Tim
Crowley, Doug Terp, Tim
McCrystal, Er ic Van Gestel, Steve
Michaud. But , with a few
freshman filling those gaps and
with players up from the B team,
the Mules should be even more
formidable next season.

Bates Floater^,.

comfort
youfeet
can really sink
your
into.
jflfflflBWB^^

• Hockey

against live opposition and prov ide the player s w ith a differ en t
look from what they see in practice every day. The other purpose
was to reunite the alumni, allow
them to renew acquaintances, and
basically, just to have a good
time. It was generally agreed that
tnis purpose was met. some ot tne
older alumni commented on how
they look forward to the event
each year. One player explained
why the alumni lost. "We ran out
of wind at the end, we just weren't
in good enough shape."That may
have been the case, but it definitely was true that it was a fun day
for almost everyone involved.

Having dwelled in the basement of NESCAC for years, Colby
football has evolved from a perennial loser into a respected adversary. We can thank Head Coach Chris Raymond for that. Given
the almost insurmountable task of revamping Colby 's then
deteriorati ng football program , Raymond has done just that. He
has molded a bun ch of aimless, uninspired youths into a group of
winners. As indicated by the comeback nature of two of Colby 's
three vict ories , the Colby Mules are now a team of character. Once
noted for packing it in after the first half , the Colby Mules became
a second half football squad in 1983.
As the Mules dropped their first four decisions, it appeared as
if Colby was headed for yet another frustrating season. In their first
four contests the Mules were outscored by a jvhopping 145-35
margin. One of the matches featured a 49-0 bombardment at the
hands of Union, Colby's worst defeat since 1955. Despite the humilation mentioned previously, the courageous Mules regrouped , tak ing three of their remaining four football games and winning the
CBB tile.
While most had probably given up on Colby afterthis period of
misfortune, Coach Raymond urged patience paralleling Colby 's
situation with his years at UMO. There, a sagging football program
was rebuilt in less than a year 's time , despite losing five of their
first six ball games. Although 0-4, the Mu les, according to Raymond,
were unlike past Colby squads playing two halfs of hard football
regardless of score. Finally, coming off the 49-15 trouncing by Trinity, the Mules broke into the win column with a 27-19 victory over
Middlebury . In the next contest Colby demonstrated its character
as well as its oppor tunist ic capabilities bea tin g Bates with two fou rth
qu arter touchdown s , the final one resulting from a fumble recovery
late in the game. The following week take away three Mule miscues,
and Colby is 3-4.
In last Saturday 's triumph against Bowdoin , the Mules again
rallied for victory despite being down 14-0 at one point. Kemble 's
winning field goal with only 4 minutes remaining was a fitting end
to a much improved season. A season, mind you, which saw the
emergence of a quality long absent from previous Colby squads,
on effective passing attacks, The passing game led by Quarterback
Mike Ricci was instrumental to each of Colby 's three wins. Next
season with the leadership of Ricci and the foot of Kemble, the Mules
promise to be a contender. Hats off to Chris Raymond and the whole
Mule squad for a fine season!

WHO HAS
THE MONEY?
Keep your feet comfortable
when the weath er isn't.
Ste p Into a pair of
Bates Floaters. Right away
you'll feel the comfort of
their full, al l w ool , f leece linIng. Now, step outside. The
soft f leece also ke eps you r
feet very warm. And when
you 're walking, you'll even
notice how the handsome
uppers add to their comfort.

T hat 's because they are

made from soft , full grain
glove leather that is stitch- *
ed, not glued, to our skidresistant unlmolded sole,
A nd, don't worry about how
sloppy the weather gets;
they are water repellent ,
too.
. Floaters by Bates. They
stay co mf or tab le w hen the
weather doesn't.
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Whoever has a Passkey 24-Hour Banking Card. Available free at
any Depositors or Canal office with any checking account.
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Graduation requirements
need to change
Colby 's Educational Policy Committee is currently considering whether or not to

t lower graduation requirements to ease the course load for both faculty and students.
Most professors here must teach six courses during the year, a load which prohibits
them from keeping up with their fields of study.
At the same time, some protest has been raised about Colby's present Jan Plan
system. Since the school began giving credits for classes taken over January, the classes
offered have come to resemble those given over the regular semesters to an alarming
extent. Furthermore, many students feel compelled to satisfy part of their general
distributio n requirement , or to complete part of their major.
Both these tendencies run counter to Colby's liberal arts philosophy.' The former
keeps new ideas from circulating, while the latter encourages students to study narrow fields , rather than exploring other areas. Both problems, however, can be solved with one change.
Colby 's graduation requirement should be reduced , so that need take only four
courses each semester: Many will want to take more, but reducing this course load
will also ease the pressure On Professors . At the same time , Jan Plan should not count
towards fulfilling major or general distribution requirements. Students could still build
credits towards graduation , but they would be encouraged to look outside their im¦
mediate area of interest. . - • •'
Colby's .liberal arts philosophy is still valid , despite the tendency for many to
specialize in their studies. Reducing the course load and changing Jan Plan to keep
students from fulfilling their requirements , then , would reaffirm the importance of
general education.
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Has Reagan peaked?
by Maxwell Glen
and Cody Shearer
WASHINGTON - David Hannah Jr. briefly caught the imagination of a nation last year
when his company launched a
spacecra ft fro m a barren isla n d
off the Texas coast. Hannah announced that the event had marked a new form of competition for
the U.S. program - from the
private sector.
Excitement over the cost advantages, in fact , overshad owed con cern for , among other things , air
safety and national security. The
unprecedented launch , as Susan
and Martin Tolchin conten d in a
n ew bo o k , "Dismantling
America: The Rush to
Dereg u lat e," illustrated "what
can happen when the wrong questions - who pays and what does it
cost - are repeatedly asked at the
expense of two other vital questions - who suffers , and who
governs? " Despite contentions to
the contrary, these questions unfortunately continue to go
underemphasized at the highest
level of government.
Conventional wisdon has it that
the Reagan revolution has peaked. After serious losses on the side
of poor mothers and children , the
budget battle has stalemated .
Even Reagan's chief economic advisers are at odds over the meaning of deficits.
Meanwhile , the developers '
friend , Jim Watt , is spending his
last days at the Interior Department. Margaret Heckler hanegotiated a cease-fire, if not a
lasting peace, over social issues at
Health and Human Services.
Many hardliners once employed

by the administration have run off
to make more money or write
revolutio nary eulogies.
But stalemates do not a dead
revellion m ake , as various units of
the Reagan team demonstrated
d ur ing a rece n t week i n which
several agencies issued their semiannual "regulatory agenda. "
Administrator William D.
Ruckelshaus of the Environmental Protection Agency conceded
that the $1.6 billion Superfund for
cleanin g u p ha za rdou s wastes was
i n su fficient , b u t he au th ori zed
EPA' s scien ce adviso r y boa rd on
Oct. 14 to "r eview" 50 or mo re
air, water and hazard ous regulations in the coming year. Even
under a "rehabil i tated" E PA , to
"revi ew " is to put cost before
benefit.
At the behest of industry and
some of his subordinates, Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinburger
decided to soften barriers aginst
bu rying fat salaries in Pentagon
contracts. Arms manufacturers ,
among others, had complained
that rules issued last May allowed Pentagon auditors to examine
individuals ' wages; industry successfully urged that an overall
figure was sufficient. Unfortunately, the change puts the Pentagon back where it was, unable
to fully detect when defense contractors are overly generous with
themselves.
Perhaps the most flagrant example of regulatory relaxation
came from a predictable source,
the Federal Trade Commission ,
on Oct. 21. Under pressure from
Chairman James Miller , the FTC
declared that "deceptive " advertisements would no longer be
automatically illegal; instead the

commissioners would have to prove first that a "reasonable " consumer was likely to suffer injury
as a result of the ad. Rep. John
Dingell (D-Mich.) responded to
the new policy with appropriate
indignance: Chairman Miller , he
cried , was trying to "un do over 50
years of consumer protection
laws."
Michael Pertschuk , the fo rm er
chairman who has become a consu m er 's watchdog within the FTC
itself , may have best evaluated the
Reaganites ' undaunted , antiregulatory mentality in a speech
to a n econ om ists ' group in
Washington. "So totally does
overregulation occlude the vision
of our economic wise men,'' Pertschuk said , th a t "they overlook
su ch comm onplace evils as hu man
misery and suffe r ing, gr eed and
avarice.
Indeed , there 's rea son to ex pect
that the administration will proceed oblivious to public opinion
as well. The departures of such
notable consumer nemeses as
Watt , former EPA chief Anne
Gorsuch Burford and highway
safety administrator Raymond
Peck may have given remaining
officials reason to think that fewer
Americans worry now about the
course of health and safety. Key
resignations may have encouraged many Americans to think that
their troubles are in fact over.
But when Americans see, hear ,
smell, and taste the effects of
Reagan 's continuing assault on
regulatory practices,.they 'll regret
their complacency, and remember
that politics is like baseball. As
Yogi Berra said , "It ain 't over 'til
it 's over. "

Metaphors in life
. by Charles Tcnny
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surrounded ty metaphors. The
rare metaphor , well-mixed , has at
times presented itself to me. People, educated people, have called
me a slob. I have never * fully
understood the basis of the
evidence they offered , and it is
perhaps because of this that all my
sincere efforts to reform have
been fruitless. People sit me down
and explicate the evils of my
clothes, shoes, face, odor, glasses,
hair, fingernails , speech , gait ,
penmanship, courtesy, manner of
eating, drinking, chewing, sipping, standing, rolling up my
sleeves, not to mention my frequency of doing laundry . They
say I am UNORGANIZED.
The horrible truth is that my
room is a mess, When I entertain

(that is, when the bums from
downtown come to hang out and
eat my crackers), we have interesting little rituals, First we
clear spaces on the bed by pushing
the papers , books, rusted milk
cans, and whatever away to make
a sittablc space. Then I clear the
tons of unused library books , dirty laundry , and the monogrammed bathrobe fronyhc chairs and
make a neat pile on the floor on
top of the other books, clothes ,
dirty socks, shoes, and more
socks, dead leaves, sleeping pad ,
cardboard packing crates , dozens
of sheets of campus mail (which
could be useful as scratch paper),
odd bits of lumber (which could

cont. on p. 14
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In perspective

Is student voting a true democracy?
by Michael Heel
When first reading Rob Fast's letter to the ECHO announcing
the all-campus fraternity vote (Oct. 27), I felt nothing less than elated.
Finally a true measure of student support would be recorded; finally
we would be able to officially express our opinions and have them
mean something; finally students would have some degree of
autonomy in controlling their lives at Colby;... finally, an issue of
substance would be decided by us, the individuals involved. For me,
an idealist, the vote was everything I had been asking for. Enthusiasm
and anticipation swept over me, as I anxiously waited to hear the
results. Few others appeared as charged by the vote, even after Stu-A
posted the results, and I wondered why the voting on Colby's hottest issue didn 't raise more interest. A few comments from my more
pragmatic friends helped me understand why the student body has
tempered its enthusiasm for the campus vote .
Despite the high voter turnout , despite the magnitude of importance of the issue involved , and despite the implications of the eventual results, most students agree to a single, disheartening attitude:
"the student vote really doesn 't matter. " This attitude shocked me,
as I was totally unprepared for such a statement. "Surely 70 percent of Colby's student body didn 't vote believing their vote didn 't
count for anything, " I argued . Nevertheless, my more pragmatic
friends realistically explained something to the effect that , "Students
voted to express an opinion that needed to be expressed. Few believe
the vote will haveany influence on the eventual decision." Idealism
aside, I am inclined to agree with this statement , as everyone involved in the vote has affirmed that the effect of the student vote

on the eventual decision will be minimal at best. "Why vote then?"
I'm attempted to ask. Being the eager democrat that I am, I affirm
my belief in the power of the vote. My friends , however, are less
determined, and , again, are pragmatic.
During October the Trustee Commission on Residential Life opened hearing to accept the testimony of students as to the status of
Colby residential life. I eagerly accepted this opportunity , as I
foresaw in this instance a chance to make my voice heard. Other
students felt the same way, and undoubtedly at the time we all felt
that our opinions mattered to those listening. I still hold this belief ,
but only to convince myself th at my effort was not, indeed , wasted.
Nothing is more frustrating than the belief that one's efforts to,
further an idea are futile. Although the studen ts have summed up
their feelings about fraternities, the end decision, as Kate Paterson
wrote in last week's ECHO, rests with the commission, and ultimately with Colby's Board of Trustees.
The implication of this procedure is that "Colby students don 't
know what is best for them. " Perhaps this reasoning applies to
alcohol policyor academic standards, but lifestyle? If we don 't, indeed , know what is best for us, then why ask our opinion at all?
Why offer us the glimmer of hope that our beliefs make a difference
if no such hope exists? I could be wrong. Perhaps what we believe
does make a difference, but no one is telling us this. The fact remains, however, that whether our beliefs are seriously taken into
account or not , they should be.
If the decision of the Trustee Commission should dictate that
fra ternities be abolished at Colby, I fear that all negativism present
among the student body will magnify in intensity. The question
"How could the commission abolish fraternities after support like

ECHO classifieds not classy
by John Tawa
I believe the Echo needs to
reasses its policy concerning the
printing of classified ads. Currently there is no specific policy except
that the editor-in-chief is consulted when there is a question
about printing a classified.

Commentary
H owev er , I feel the Echo must
use more discretion and .have a
formal review group to monitor
classifieds. In last week's Echo ,
there were petty, classless attacks
on a few individuals.
For in stance, one classifie d
claimed that two girls overrated
themselves. Well, t he au th or is
a llowed his own viewp oin t, but
wha t p ur p ose is served, by the
Echo printing such a classified ?
Is the Colby community better
informed because of such a
malicious attack? Mo, Is there any
reason for these individuals to be
denounced for over 2 ,000 readers?
No.
By printing such a callous
classified the Echo has allowed
itself t o b e used as a forum for
name callin g - a low-life form of
behavior t ha t most of us grew out
of in elementary school.
Not only is the printing of such
a classified poor judgment , but it
demons trates little regard for the
students of the college. The Echo
seems oblivious to the fact that It
aids in the harassm ent of individuals by prin ting such dirt ,
Wha t can a student do once the
Echo has printed a statement
about them which is then available
ta Colby's 1600 studen ts? J ournalistic ethics are not being
followed when such reckless attacks are allowed to be printed.
Wha t makes this harassment
even worse is that the Echo
doesn't require students to put
their names on these ads. Thus ,

students can publicly slander their
targets while hiding behind the
cover of such terms as "Freshmen
Groupies ",
"Wimpy
or
Quicheaters ." These people do
not have the integrity to place
their names behind their cheap
attacks.
This policy makes senseless and
^
malicious classifieds all the more
inviting.
Two other classifieds in last
week' s Echo need some
scrutinization. One classified

critized an article of a writer as
too long winded.
Criticism is fine, but the author
of the article has had the guts to
put his name on his piece of
writing and be Held accountable
For it. Why can 't the critic do the
same?
The classified concerning "a
per son 's g-spot " also was
tasteless. A nickname was used ,
but Colby, as we all know is a
small place. Also the reader again
did not use his or her name. Is the

• Metaphors in life
be a bookcase ), empty cracker
b oxes , and my paper bag collect ion , all of which are on the floor
already. My guest, leanin g against
my bedspread (which is hanging
from the moulding by four sticky
chopsticks), begins to notice the
odor from the clothes. "Do you
think we could open the window
a little more?" The desk light also
seems to activa te the smell of my
socks on the clipboard. 1 try to
consolidate t he clothes in t o as
dense a pile as possible, hopin g t o
hermetically seal t he worst ones in
the center and remove them from
the odor-emitting group (how 's
that for a non-science major?)

in great dualisms; good and evil,
d emocracy an d . communism ,
Cowboys and Indians, fresh an d
wilted , more ed uca t ed an d less
educated , artists and everybody
else. Things are often absolute,
with no chance to phrase things in
different terms, To be sure, reality
is what one makes it , and one's
perceptions define one 's universe ;
for people with spotless rooms,
the universe is neatly d ivi ded and
portioned into distinct absolutes ,
and things have oppositcs . My
own feeling is that Life is a stri ng
of t rialisms, and maybe more. No
man is an island (No mayonaise
in Ireland? ). The unfor tunate

asset of bein g able to see things
clearly denies the natu ral awe of
open the door?" I lower the winwatching life begin in an old cup
dow and he hop-scotches to the
door , opens it , and sit s down on of coffee buried in the papers on
the desk.
the bed again. After a while there
This is not to suggest that I have
is noise from the hall. In the room
fulfilled
the philosophy or that I
there is a Very delicate balance of
am
a
para
gon of some twisted virmany forces . Every thing is intue.
I
am
no Bodhisatva of
finitely interconnected , intertwinmossiness. I try to maintain my
dignity as I step over the boxes.
ed ,' relevan t. The flies , t he small But maybe if we all spread popanimals, and the dead plants are corn around our . floors we will
happy. My room is an ecosystem. : hove new thoughts.
It Is very beautiful in the abstract .
Americans seem to view things -

Then it gets cold ; "Ma}roe if we

Echo trying to compete with
Playboy or the Star? •
The Echo has the responsibility to print fair and sensible journalism. Just because an attack is
in a clasified does not mean the
Echo should lose its concern for
decency.

that is shown?" is answered coldly-- "The administration and
trustees have all the power... and we have none." Overstated? Mo.
Unfair? Maybe. Discouraging? Yes. The logic involved is that students need guidance during these "turmoilous years."For example, the belief that students here concentrate more on social life than upon academics is -a distinct concern
among faculty, administrators, and trustees. I tend to lessen such
concern, taking on the belief that, in the words of one professor,
"Colby students work hard , and play hard ." Regardless of which
concept is true, it is up to the students to deal with themselves"and
their priorities. The faculty, administration, and trustees should help
us, guide us, criticize us, tell us when we're wrong. It is fine for
them to look out for our welfare; it is another thing, however, for
them to determine what our welfare really is.
- The question at hand is not the fraternity issue. No, the issue is
what role students at Colby College play in forming their own individual lifestyles. At a liberal arts institution- there's that liberal
arts ideal again- autonomy is as important as cultural exposure or
intellectual growth. The Stu-A vote was a positive step in asserting
student opinion; it should , however, do more than that.
I am not demanding that every student vote, or even this one,
be the determining factor in administrative decision-making. Students
should not, however, be led to believe they are screaming at deaf
ears. Furthermore, I would like to see Stu-A expand the use of the
all-campus referendum. There is no better place to demonstrate the
effectiveness and usefulness of the democratice voting process than
at a small school like Colby. The vote should be utilized more often ,
but still with discretion . The whole issue of housing, such as special
interest housing, squatters rights , preferred ' housing for upperclassmen, could easily be handled by studen ts. Let's face the facts:
had the vote been utilized effectively in earlier years, the library additon would not be pink and purple; Roberts would be a true student union , the Hillside Complex would probab ly have suites and
more singles, and the campus would have gone coed-truly coed- years
ago, instead of just last year.
In short , students at Colby have dehnite-ideas of how they want
to live, and what , in general, is important to them. An all-campus
vote is a perfect way to measure and mobilize student opinion. Let 's
make this .last campus vote the first of a series where students at
Colby can really feel that they make a difference.

——

Letters

Problems with language
To the Editor:
Yes it is lovely to be fluent in
another language. Yes Americans
are not language motivated and
skilled. Yes, we should be exposed to them so that we may learn
how to learn a foreign language
an d learn about the culture of our
brothers in other parts of the
world. Yes, it is a good thing. But
when a good thing comes to take
the place of something more important than that good thing it is
no longer good. We must consider
context. .We are at Colby College.
We are very fortunate people. We
have so much. We are in Maine,
a beautiful , peaceful place on
Earth. Why are we here? Because
we are fortunate. We are learnin g.
And why are we learnin g what we
are learnin g? A good question.
We must have goals? Wha t are
t hey ? Why do wc have t hem?
Wha t are values? Do we have
morals? Do we live by them?
Wha t does this all have to do with
the language requirement? Here at
Colby students ar c required to
take 16 credits of forei gn language
(a conceivable 1/8 of total Colby
cred its), I wonder what ttiey 'll say
if they go to Germany. Whatever
it is, it won't be about curren t
politics and social issues, because
Colby students don 't know wha t
Rea gan is doing, what is happening to people in Grenada ,
Lebanon, South Africa... They
don't know where their tax money
goes..,Do they care? Do they

want to know? Ask them. Are
you going to hear the students
from Centra l America speak
about US intervention in their
country? Are you going to hear
President Cotter and Liz

(??)discuss possibilities for
peaceful change in South Africa?
"No " theysay earnestly , "I have
a German exam tommorrow." I
find this morally disturbing. The

cont. on p. 15
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How 'bout...
by Arthur Jack son

• The moose is definitely the
m ascot of the fut u re , but for you
pu rist s, we still are the White
Mules. So when the final score on
Saturday was posted...Colby-15
Bowdoi n 14, you had to say,
"How bout them Mules!"

Commentary
Colby dominated Bowdoin the
enti re game, bu t the White Mu les
needed some heroic efforts to pu ll
out a victory. Chief among the
game stars was one Francis Kelley,
who required at least two
(sometimes five) Bowdoin players
to tackle him befo re he wou ld go
down .
The Bowdoin defense was certainly saying, "How bout them
Mules!" when ever K elley t ook off
on a run.
But the Bowdoin players were
even more astonished by the 40
yard field goal by Jay Kemble.
Even Colby partisans in their
celebration were wondering,
"How bout them Mules? "as in,
who would have ever believed that
Colby could pull off a victory like
that ?
Really. A come-from-behind
victory for the first CBB championships since 1972 and only

college pressur izes studen ts int o

becoming wholly concerned with

thei r acade m ic su ccess, while re-

maining ignorant of their greater
context. What motivates the student? GPA, career goals. These
are important. Bu t what ab ou t
context. Where are we? We are at
Colby. We are on our one Earth .
We are in one Powerful country .
We are wrong to be surrounded
by resources to understand what's
happeni n g an d chan n els t o
become effective • people ie. an
election is up and coming.
We should not merely use Col-

I

I ask that people to think about
the people we put in power to act
imperialistically over other countries of people. In that way we 'll
have some basis for knowing what
we are responsible yet we don 't
take responsibility ie. be infor med. I feel the administration and
faculty could be more helpful
toward this goal. The students do
basically what the administration
and faculty offers. They study it,
lea rn think abo u t it , and take exams in it.
Yes, foreign language is a lovely
tool. But if the purpose of a

language requirement is to communicate in a meaningful way
with people of foreign places and
foster understanding of other
cultures wouldn 't language have
more potency in a smaller quantity but along with a current issues
course? A simple lecture set up
like baby courses, which everyone
must take. So as to stimulate
discussion and understanding.
They will be given exams so they
may justify spending time thinking about the world and communities they 'll enter when they
graduate.
Name withheld by request

To the Editor:
I was somewhat disheartened
but certainly not surprised by the
recent student vote on fraternities
as repor ted by the ECHO in its
November 10 issue. The response
to th e thi rd qu esti on, of whether
frate rn ities should be abolished or
not, was to me the least surprising of the responses to the three
questions asked. 77 percent of the
students who voted said that
fraternities should not be abolished while only 17.6 percent of those
who voted said that fraternities
should go. As the ECHO
headl in e, "Frats Gain Student
Support"; correctly concluded,
fraternities are enormously
popular among a large number of
Colby students.

V

Third Fl oor

resources for pursuit of
careers. We must become globally aware. I don't bla me stu den ts
for their ignorance. The context
I see is an institution which hasn 't
yet achieved a balanced corricula.
One which helps us become aware
people. Doing academically well
is to -emulated that social problems are not addressed virtually
everyone is studying for exams
etc. I don't ask that we be totally
political people, (everyone of
course still should pursue their
special goals). But we are going to
be voting soon. Are we qualified?
by 's

Discrimination must end , despite vote

by J ohn Collins

Brickbat

VV

Colby 's second-ever. This victory
was not supposed to be written in T
to the script for the Colby football team.
You had to be impressed. I
m ean , "Ho w bout them
MULES!"
Colby administrators should
take note of the campus wide
spirit aft er "big " sports victories.
Athletic events draw together
more Colby st u d ent s than most
other events an d when Colby wi ns
a key game all of the fans are
psyched, not on ly for the tea m ,
but for the school in general.
If students have a lot of opportunities to say, "How bout them
Mules," for their athl etic team s,
campus wide morale will.rise.
Sure, it 's great to know that our
average SAT score is higher than
their's, bu t it 's not something you
can cheer or scream about.
Do you really think other teams
say in a r espectf ul to n e , "How
bout THEM Mules!" as in those
guys have a 590 average on their
verbal? Come on.
Success in sports breeds enthusiasm for Colby and Colby 's
coaches and athletes should strive
to continue the recent trend of excellence on Colby's playing fields.
Colby needs a constant flow of
"How bout them Mules?" in the
future. 'How bout them Moose?"
as in "We've got a damn good
school here."

• Language requirements give wrong emphasis

Bu t th at is n ot the issue I wish
to raise here. Fraternities do have
widespread student support; it is
a poi n t that ev en the m ost
outspoken of the 17.6 percent of
the students who want to abolish
fraternities will concede (myself
included). But rather , I would like
to focus attention on the
r espon ses to an d implications of
the first two questions on fratern ities , concerning sexual
discrimination and exclusive control of housing.
38.5 percent of the students
who voted said that fraternities
should stop discriminating on the
basis of sex while 55.4 percent
voted that there be no change
from the present policy .What is
important here is that both those
who voted that the fraternities
should stop discriminating on the
basis of sex and those who voted
that there be no change in the present system appear to be de facto
agreeing on one basic point:
fraternities discriminate. Having
agree upon that , the question that
followed , the question that
students voted upon , was whether
fraternities should continue to
discriminate . As I said before,
that 55.4 percent of those who
voted said to allow the fraternities
to continue to discriminate , is not
surprising. But it is also not important. If we all agree that fraternities discriminate , and it appears
from this vote that we all have,
approval or disapproval becomes

unimportant. Discrimination on
the basis of sex, on any basis for
th at matter, is wrong. Having
recognized that fraternities
discriminate, what follows should
not be a question of approval or
disapproval, but rather a discussion of how we can go about ending this discrimination that we
have all implicitly acknowledged
exists.
There is a role for strong leadership here. If the white majority in
the American South during the
black civil rights campaigns of the
I950's and 1960's were asked in
a vote if they approved of the piesent policy, the answer would
nave been yes, that there should
be no change in the existing situation. But there was a strong
leadership role for the federal
government to play in the black
civil rights movement, to enact
and enforce civil right Jegislation
and to take the lead in an attempt
to end racial discrimination in the
south. I think the parallel between
this and Colby 's fraternity situation is strong. Having agree that
fraternities discriminate , there is
a leadership role to be assumed in
an attempt to end that discrimination , regardless of what the student majority might express in a
vote. Discrimination is wrong.
Whether or not we as a campus
approve of fraternal discrimination is unimportant; it does not
change the basic fact that fraternity discrimination is wrong and

on th a t basis sh ou ld be
eliminated.
The logic of my argument concerning the second question of the
student vote, whether or not
fraternities should have exclusive
control over certain campus housing, is similar. If we agree that
fraternities do have privileged
housing, a vote of whether or not
they should continue to have
privilege housing is unimportant.
Rights extended to some must be
extended to all. There should be
no privileged housing for an elite
fraction of the student body when
We all pay the same tuition and are
essentially 1650 roughly equal
students regardless of whether we
belong to a fraternity or not.
Privelege without merit is wrong,
and whether or not we approve of
it in a campus vote does not
change the fact that it is wrong.
I look to the trustee commission
to provide the leadership
necessary to redress what I have
considered for my four years here
at Colby as blatant sexual
discrimination and elitism in the
fraternity system. I do not question that the student vote accurately reflected student opinion.
It did , of that I have no doubt.
What I do question is the importance of this voter in my opinion ,
it has none.
Mark Harmon
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Bill Phone, The service that lets you make transfers , loan payments, or pay your bills just
by dialing Maine Savings Bank and talking with one of our special Bi 11 Phone tellers,

Open your NOW or regular checking account with $300 or more ,
get a Swiss Army Knife free!

So come into our Waterville office at Elm Plaza Shopping Center and open a NOW or regular checking
account with $300 or more. As an added bonus, we'll give you a versatile Swiss Army Knife at no
additional cost, Supplies are limited, so come in today, And get your Swiss Army Knife ,
plus handy ways to handle your money better than ever before.
The better you handle your money,
the more money you'll have to handle.

MameSavingsBank
Member , RD, I,C,
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